
Engaging the RC Community—more individuals, 
more constituencies

Developing our 5-year plans–post them all online
Personal
Community
RC

What helps people get engaged, stay engaged, and 
be effective—
not doing it alone
not feeling hopeless
work on racism/genocide/classism (serious 
commitment to back J as an African woman to 
lead us)
understanding the situation
discharging on the chronics in the way
Expand the leadership—
J
Organize white people racism groups
calls--which ones are needed
support groups--R expand
more people leading workshops
Regional involvement
constituency involvement--id which ILRPs
calls for climate orgs
develop more teams



outside the US--country coordinators--no RRP 
esp
Development of resources—updating everything
Update draft program re: how to move against 
capitalism, what else?
Brainstorm share the wealth campaign
Websites
Strategizing our work inside and outside RC

Evaluate what we do--SAL and RC
What else could we do?
How to be more effective?  Hold a call, get a 
team
Re-evaluate Draft Program annually, long and 
short versions, update SAL handout from it 
Organize COP27
What workshops for me or me and J to lead
Policy, including nuclear
Racism and COE--Janet to schedule
Jewish
LGBTQ--get date to Mary
Working class--Talk to Dan
Activists
Leaders--what's next
Elders
Racism for activists

Improve our outreach 



How better to reach people with our tools in 
person?

What new resources (packet—video, Tools 
(updated), Listening Circles, a few 
handouts)(which to rewrite) Climate grief website
How to share resources (get out to Big Greens & 
Climate Justice Groups)
Do calls with groups, see who wants to sign onto 
the letter distribute our resource packet and 
offering an intro
Mapping Project
Translations
Keep reducing my carbon footprint, what’s next? 
vegetarian to vegan
Prepare for attacks, build allies for SAL/RC



1 2 3

February
March
June

articles on each and 
organize them videos

ongoing
delegate
List started

now

3 months



6 months

June

Feb

SAL done, start RC

March

June
ongoing

month
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